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A Spatial-Temporal Approach for Video Caption
Detection and Recognition
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Abstract—We present a video caption detection and recognition
system based on a fuzzy-clustering neural network (FCNN) classifier. Using a novel caption-transition detection scheme we locate
both spatial and temporal positions of video captions with high precision and efficiency. Then employing several new character segmentation and binarization techniques, we improve the Chinese
video-caption recognition accuracy from 13% to 86% on a set of
news video captions. As the first attempt on Chinese video-caption
recognition, our experiment results are very encouraging.
Index Terms—Chinese caption detection, fuzzy clustering neural
networks (FCNNs), video indexing, video OCR, video shot segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE ongoing proliferation of digital image and video
libraries leads to an increasing demand for systems that
can automatically query and search large video databases. To
construct such systems, both low-level features such as object
shape, region intensity, color, texture, motion descriptors, audio
measurements, and high-level techniques such as human face
detection, speaker identification, and character recognition
have been studied for indexing and retrieving image and video
information in recent years [3], [4], [10], [11], [13], [19], [21],
[24], [27]–[29], [32], [36]. Among these techniques, video caption based methods have attracted particular attention due to the
rich content information contained in caption text [1], [2], [6],
[9], [11]–[13], [15], [16], [19], [20], [27], [33], [36]. Caption
text routinely provides such valuable indexing information as
scene locations, speaker names, program introductions, sports
scores, special announcements, dates and time. Compared
to other video features, information in caption text is highly
compact and structured, thus is more suitable for efficient video
indexing.
However, extracting captions embedded in video frames is
not a trivial task. In comparison to OCR for document images,
caption extraction and recognition in videos presents several
new challenges [27]. First, captions in videos are often embedded in complex backgrounds, making it more difficult to be
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detected. Second, characters in captions tend to have a very low
resolution since they are usually made small to avoid occluding
scene objects in a video frame. Therefore, the quality of characters in a video frame is not suitable for direct processing in
conventional OCR systems. In addition, popular lossy compression methods such as MPEG often lower the image quality even
further.
In order to overcome these difficulties, new text detection
and extraction methods have been developed recently. They are
generally classified into three categories—connected component methods, texture classification methods, and edge detection
methods. The connected component methods are based on the
assumption that text is represented with a uniform color. After
color quantization, the connected components of monotonous
color that obey certain size, shape, and spatial alignment constraints are extracted as text [11], [13], [17], [20], [30], [39]. The
methods are efficient when the background mainly contains uniform regions. But their efficiency tends to deteriorate when the
background is cluttered.
The texture classification methods treat the text region as
a special type of texture. Texture features extracted through
multichannel processing [19], [36], spatial variance computing
[39], and neural networks [12] have been used to detect text
regions. In general, the texture-based methods are more robust
than the connected component-based methods in dealing with
a complex background. However, the texture-based methods
find difficulties when the background contains textures that
display similar periodic structures as the text region. In addition, given the large amount of data in digital videos, many
sophisticated texture analysis methods cannot be used because
of the computational complexity.
Recently, the edge detection methods have been increasingly
used for caption extraction. Since characters are composed of
line segments, text regions contain rich edge information [1],
[2], [8], [16], [27], [33]. Utilizing the high-frequency information in text edges, the methods are effective in segmenting text
from surrounding background after the text bounding box is already detected. For detection of the text region in a large video
frame, they are less reliable since other objects and structures in
the scene may also contain strong edges.
Many of the existing works deal with text detection in static
images [8], [14], [17], [24], [26], [30], [35], [36], [39], [40].
Even though some address text detection in video frames [1],
[5], [11]–[13], [16], [20], [34], they usually treat each video
frame as an independent image. When temporal information are
utilized, they are used only for text enhancement through multiframe averaging [18] or time-based minimum pixel search [15],
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[20], [27], [28]. These approaches require text detection and localization for every frame of a video, and careful caption blocks
tracing and matching are needed between each frame pair for
multiframe enhancement and removal of duplicate captions in
different frames. Given the large number of video frames, the
computation requirement can be very high. In this paper, we
propose a new caption (dis)appearance detection method based
on shot boundary detection and feature extraction from frame
differences. By precisely locating the critical frame where each
caption block appears or disappears, we can focus our caption
detection operation solely on the critical frame difference. More
salient text features can be extracted from the frame difference
than from the original frame.
We also observe that many of the existing works require
supervised training [12], [19], [33]. This not only puts a great
deal of burden on the users but also renders the system much
less flexible in dealing with different databases, since new
training data have to be collected and new parameters have to be
computed for each new database. To develop an unsupervised
method, we use the self-organizing fuzzy clustering neural
network (FCNN) as the classifier. Since the features we extract
through caption (dis)appearance detection are more distinct
than traditional caption features, the self-organizing classifier
is much easier to converge.
Finally, the majority of the existing researches on caption extraction have been focusing on English captions, with a few exceptions addressing captions in Korean and Japanese [12], [16].
We have found few existing researches dealing with captions in
Chinese. Since Chinese characters are more complex in structure and have far more categories (more than 5000) than English letters, recognition of low-resolution Chinese characters in
a video frame is potentially more difficult. In this paper, we
study the extraction and recognition of video captions in Chinese news videos. We choose news videos for two reasons: the
importance of automatic indexing of the huge amount of video
news programs covering daily events all over the world; and the
large concentration of caption information presented in news
programs.
We consider the special properties of Chinese characters in
each processing step. For caption detection, we propose features
that reflect the four types of primitive strokes and dense stroke
patterns of Chinese characters. Then, for character extraction
and segmentation, we take advantage of the rectangular shape
and aspect ratio of Chinese characters to separate individual
characters. Finally, we try to recognize the extracted characters
by using a commercial Chinese OCR package. Given the large
number of existing Chinese OCR algorithms and commercial
Chinese OCR software packages, we do not need to develop any
new OCR algorithms. However, we do consider the recognition
step essential to determine whether the extracted captions are
recognizable, and thus to verify the efficacy of the entire
system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, an FCNN model is first described as an important
processing tool in our system. Then we present the caption
detection algorithm based on FCNN, including video shot
segmentation, caption transition detection, and caption location.
Chinese character enhancement and recognition are described
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Fig. 1.

The block diagram of the caption detection scheme.

in Section III. Section IV presents the experimental results
and analysis. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. CAPTION DETECTION
In order to extract captions from video frames, we need first
find out the frames with captions then locate the caption regions.
Normally, in a news video program, not all frames have captions and in the frames that do have captions, the same caption
text usually appears over a multiple number of frames for stable
viewing. In many of the previous researches, caption detection
is usually carried out for every frame of the video sequence,
then matching of caption regions between neighbor frames is
conducted to eliminate duplicate captions. This process is time
consuming because even a short segment of video has a large
number of frames. Since captions are mostly superimposed on
video frames manually, they appear and disappear from a video
sequence more rapidly than regular scene content in a shot.
Based on this observation, we propose a new scheme for detecting the caption (dis)appearance frame pair and locating the
caption regions in the frame difference.
The scheme consists of three components as illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, the video sequence is segmented into camera shots
using a fuzzy clustering neural-network classifier. Then within
a camera shot, we can assume that the scene changes gradually. By analyzing the differences between adjacent frames,
we find that the (dis)appearance of caption text introduces a
change much greater than most of the gradual-changing scene
content. For the critical frame pair where caption text (dis)appears, the caption text regions are much more pronounced in
the inter-frame differences than in the original video frame, thus
can be more easily located. By focusing only on caption transition frames, we can avoid conducting caption detection for
every video frame. Finally, the same FCNN classifier for shot
boundary detection can be used for locating caption regions in
the transition frame difference.
In the rest of this section, we first describe the FCNN classifier used in the caption detection scheme, then we discuss the
detail approaches in each step.
A. FCNN Classifier
We choose a self-organizing neural network as the classifier
because the network can adapt to different datasets fairly easily
with little human intervention, which is critical toward developing a fully automated system [22], [25], [37]. In particular,
since there are no sharp boundaries between different feature
classes in our system, we choose a fuzzy clustering network as
the classifier.
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input training sample, the gradient of the energy function with
respect to the weight vectors is

(4)
Since the negative gradient of the energy function points to the
direction which will most quickly reduce the energy function,
based on (4), the update rule of weight vectors can be formulated
as
(5)

Fig. 2. FCNN model.

In the FCNN, one tries to classify the samples into clusters according to the natural structure hidden in the unlabeled
-dimensional data. Let
denote the samples at hand, and let denote the number of nodes
(clusters in ) in the competitive layer, a basic FCNN model
using clustering competitive network is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
input layer of the FCNN is connected directly to the competitive layer. The connecting weights from the inputs to a node,
,
, represent the prototype
, repof that fuzzy cluster. The output of the node, ,
resents the similarity of the input pattern to the prototype. For
is defined as
an input vector , the

(1)

To avoid the singular case, a very small positive number is
often added to the denominator of the above formula. The membership value that describes the degree of each input pattern belongs to a fuzzy cluster is calculated in the final membership
level by
(2)

and
.
where
To train the FCNN, an energy function is defined as half
of the mean-square-error summation between the input patterns
and prototype vectors

(3)
The energy function reaches minimal when each prototype
weight vector is closest to the center of the corresponding
sample cluster. To minimize the energy function, the gradient
descent method is used to adjust the weight vectors. For a given

is the correction factor. To avoid possible oscillations
where
of the solution, the amount of correction should be reduced as
as
iteration proceeds. Here we adopt Pal’s scheme and take
, where is the maximum number of iterations
is the
that the learning process is allowed to execute and
initial value of the learning parameter [25]. In each iteration,
all training samples are passed through the network once. The
training stops when the weight update for an iteration is smaller
than a preset threshold.
B. Video Shot Segmentation
In the first step of the caption detection scheme, we use the
FCNN to segment the video sequence into camera shots, which
are the basic video units representing a continuous action in both
time and space in a scene. To detect the shot boundaries, we
use two popular frame difference metrics, the histogram difference metric (HDM) and the spatial difference metric (SDM), to
measure the dissimilarity between the adjoining frame pair [23],
[31], [38].
, the spatial difference metric
Given a frame size of
SDM is defined as
(6)
denotes the intensity of a pixel at location
where,
in the th frame.
The histogram difference metric HDM is defined as
(7)
denotes the gray-level or color histogram for the
where
th frame, and is one of the possible colors or gray-levels.
After computing the frame difference metrics from the video
data, all frame pairs are mapped to a point-set in the feature
spanned by the SDM and HDM metrics
space
(8)
Due to the significant content change at the shot boundaries,
the frame pair at a shot boundary usually has much larger SDM
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and HDM features than regular frame pairs. However, this is
not always the case, since sometimes a relatively fast camera
values. Because
movement may produce a sequence of large
we focus on detecting abrupt camera shot boundaries, the
values at the abrupt shot boundaries are usually local maxima
points. In order to detect these local maxima points more reliably, we propose a new set of features called differential SDM
and HDM, i.e., the difference between the original feature sequence and a median filtered feature sequence
Median

(9)

Using the FCNN classifier, we can then classify the feature
points into two categories corresponding to the shot-boundary
frame pairs and the nonshot-boundary frame pairs. For reason
of computational cost, only a portion of the input data are used
as training samples. After the FCNN reaches convergence, the
weight vectors are fixed and the trained network is used to
compute membership values for all samples.
C. Caption (Dis)Appearance Detection
Following the shot boundary detection, we can detect the caption transition frames within each shot, since there is relatively
small change in the scene between adjacent frames within each
shot unless caption text changes. However, because the caption
regions occupy only a small section of a video scene, they do
not introduce significant changes in the spatial and histogram
difference metrics (otherwise, a caption transition would have
been classified as a shot boundary). Therefore we cannot use
the SDM and HDM to detect caption transitions.
Instead, we propose a new metric, quantized spatial difference density (QSDD), to detect the caption transition frame. We
first observe that the reason that SDM fails to detect caption
transitions is that the small movement of a scene between adjacent frames produces many residual edge pixels at object boundaries in the difference image. A direct summation of these edge
pixels may result in a value higher than that caused by caption
transition. Fortunately, most of these edge pixels are sparsely
distributed, while the residual pixels produced by the caption
are highly concentrated because of the dense stroke pattern of
Chinese characters. So we compute a feature that can measure
the residual pixel density distribution.
The QSDD metric is defined by a two-step binarization of the
difference image between a pair of adjacent frames. Let
denotes the pixel intensity at location
in the video frame .
First, a pair-wise pixel comparison is performed on an adjacent
frame pair
if
otherwise

(10)

where is a threshold estimated from caption brightness. Then
the obtained binary map is uniformly partitioned into blocks
,
with a size of
. Each block is labeled

as significant change or no significant change according to the
formula
if

(11)

otherwise
is called the filling rate. Then the QSDD metric
where
simply counts the number of blocks with significant change,
. Since the caption residual
i.e., QSDD
pixels are closely distributed in the difference image, they tend
to produce more blocks with significant changes. Thus the
difference image at a caption transition has a high QSDD value.
Fig. 3 shows a video sequence example with eight caption
transitions. We plot the SDM and HDM metrics in Fig. 3(a)
and (b) respectively, where the dashed lines denote the shot
boundaries. As we can see, it is difficult to detect caption
transitions based on the SDM or HDM metrics. On the other
hand, the QSDD plot in Fig. 3(c) clearly shows the caption
transition locations. Fig. 4(a) and (b) displays two frame pairs
and their differences at the caption transition locations marked
as (1) and (2) in Fig. 3(c). We can easily see the caption
regions in the difference image.
Due to a fast camera movement or a fast moving object in
the scene, the QSDD can sometimes be fairly high. Fig. 4(c)
and (d) demonstrates a couple of such examples. In Fig. 4(c),
a large camera movement produces a large number of strong
edges in the difference image of two adjacent frames, resulting
in a high QSDD marked as (3) in Fig. 3(c). In Fig. 4(d),
a fast moving car in the scene also gives a high QSDD
which is marked as (4) in Fig. 3(c). However, unlike the
caption transition which has a single large-QSDD value, these
frames usually produce a continuous sequence of large QSDD
values. Similar to our approach in shot boundary detection,
to distinguish these continuous large-QSDD values from the
caption transitions, we compute the differential QSDD, i.e., the
difference between the QSDD and a median filtered QSDD.
The result for the previous example is shown in Fig. 3(d). Now
the false large QSDD sequences are significantly reduced, and
the caption transitions can easily be located in the differential
QSDD with a proper threshold . Finally, to check whether
there is a caption transition at a shot boundary, we compare
the caption regions at the two caption transitions right before
and after the shot boundary. If they are the same, then no
caption transition happens. Otherwise, we consider them as
two different captions.
D. Caption Region Location
At each caption transition, the difference image is computed
. As we can see in Fig. 4, the
by
caption regions in the difference image stand out more clearly
than in the original images. Therefore we choose to locate the
caption position in the difference image. Since other objects in a
scene may also produce boundary edges in the difference image,
the binary frame difference measure used to compute QSDD is
not reliable for locating the caption position. To this end, we
develop a set of new features.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Plots of frame difference metrics for a video sequence (a) SDM. (b) HDM. (c) QSDD. (d) Differential QSDD.

Since the Chinese characters are composed of four types of
primitive strokes, i.e., horizontal, vertical, up-right-slanting and
up-left-slanting strokes, the caption region contains rich edge
information in the four directions. We use a set of four simple
edge filters

by the widely distributed noncaption block features. Using the
FCNN classifier, we can separate the two classes quite easily.
Several caption region location results are illustrated in Fig. 6.
III. CHARACTER ENHANCEMENT AND RECOGNITION
Although the caption region is located, it cannot be directly
recognized by a regular OCR package due to the complex background and the low character resolution. Character enhancement
and binarization is needed before character recognition.
A. Caption Enhancement

to filter the difference image. Then each filtered output is di,
with a block size of
vided into blocks,
. We compute the means and variances of each block and
its eight neighbors in all the four filtered images to construct a
with
elements.
feature vector
To reduce the feature vector dimension and the correlation
among the feature elements we use the principal component
analysis (PCA) method [7]. Fig. 5 shows the scatter plots of the
top six features obtained through the PCA method for a set of
caption blocks and noncaption blocks. The caption block feature
points are concentrating in the feature space center surrounded

Using the caption transitions detected in Section II, we can
partition the video sequence into frame clusters. Within each
cluster, the caption text stays the same. Multi-frame integration
based caption enhancement techniques, such as the minimum
pixel search [27] and frame averaging method [18], can be employed to reduce the influence of the complex background. For
with caption, each frame
contains
a frame cluster
. The minimum pixel search method ena caption region
hances the caption image by
(12)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Frame difference examples. Adjacent frame pairs are shown in the first two rows. Their difference images are shown in the third row. (a) and (b) are
caption transitions, (c) has a fast camera movement and (d) has a fast moving car in the scene. The locations of (a)–(d) in the video sequence are marked as (1)–(4)
in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)



Fig. 5. Scatter plots of the top six features extracted by applying the principal component analysis on the original features. “ ” denotes the caption region samples
and “ ” denotes the noncaption region samples.

2

For the stable character strokes, the output should stay relatively
the same, while the changing background is minimized. Similarly, the frame-average method enhances the caption image by

tion (dis)appearance detection and caption region location algorithms provide just that.
B. Character Segmentation

(13)
denotes the number of frames in . Since the flucwhere
tuation of the background is greater than the caption, the averaging operation should reduce the variation of the complex
background.
Fig. 7 shows an example of caption enhancement by using
the above two methods. The complex background is reduced
greatly by integrating the multiple frame images. The key in implementing the two methods is the registration of a maximum
number of caption blocks with the same text string. Our cap-

For the enhanced caption images, it is still difficult to
separate the texts from the background by a simple threshold.
Some multiple threshold methods have been proposed [2], [18],
[35], [36], including adaptive thresholding and floating three
threshold method. Given the unlimited background variations
across the caption region, it is difficult to deal with different
variations at different parts of a caption region at the same
time. Here, we propose a new approach in which the caption
region is first separated into individual characters, then the
binarization is performed on each individual character image.
Since the background of each character is relatively simple, a
regular thresholding method can be used.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Caption region location examples. (a) Difference images of the caption-transition frame pairs. (b) Classified label maps. (c) Segmented text regions in the
difference images. (d) Caption bounding boxes in the original frames.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Caption enhancement examples. (a) and (b) Captions in the twentieth
and sixty-fourth frame of a video sequence. (c) Enhanced caption using the
minimum-pixel-search scheme. (d) Enhanced caption using the frame averaging
scheme.

The individual character extraction from a caption image consists of two steps: text-line separation followed by individual
character separation in a text line. In the traditional document
OCR, these two steps are carried out by horizontal and vertical
projections. However, these simple projections are not suitable
for video frames due to the complex background.
To reduce the influence of complex backgrounds, we first
binarize the caption region using the intensity mean as a simple
threshold. As shown by the example in Fig. 8(b), a couple
of large patches of backgrounds cannot be separated from the
characters. To further remove the background, we use a set
of mathematical morphology operations to detect the contour

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Character segmentation examples. (a) Caption region. (b) Binary
image. (c) Smoothed contour image. (d) Located individual characters.

of the characters. Let
denote the binary caption region,
the contour map of the caption text is extracted by
(14)
where is an isotropic structuring element, “ ” is the opening
operation which is defined by an erosion operator “ ” followed
by a dilation operator “ .” We then apply a smoothing filter
on the contour map to eliminate extraneous fragments and
to connect broken character segments. Fig. 8(c) shows the
obtained contour map from the binary image (b). Now we
can use a horizontal projection to separate the text lines. In
Fig. 9(a) and (b) are the horizontal projections of the binary
image and contour map in Fig. 8(b) and (c), respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Caption projection examples. (a) The horizontal projection of the binary image in Fig. 8(b). (b) The horizontal projection of the smoothed contour image
in Fig. 8(c). (c) The vertical projection of the first caption line in Fig. 8(c) and (d) the vertical projection of the second caption line in Fig. 8(c).

Clearly, the caption lines can be separated easily from the
smoothed contour image instead of the binary image.
For each obtained text line, a vertical projection of the contour map can be used to locate the individual characters. Shown
in Fig. 9(c) and (d) are the vertical projections of the two caption lines in Fig. 8(c). Even though most of the characters can
be separated by a fixed threshold, it is difficult to select a proper
threshold in order to locate all the characters. A high threshold
will lead to character loss, while a low threshold will lead to
character merging. Our strategy is first to guarantee a low character loss rate, then to re-segment the merged characters using
three heuristic rules derived from the square shape of Chinese
characters.
matches its height , i.e.,
1) If the width of a segment
, it is declared as a character image.
, and if the follow up
2) If the width of a segment
character is closer than a preset distance, then merge the
segment into the next character region. Otherwise, discard
the segment.
, then use the av3) If the width of a segment
erage character width that satisfy rule (1) to repartition
this segment.
Fig. 8(d) shows the located boundaries of each character for
the caption example in (a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. An example of character binarization. (a) The original character. (b)
The interpolated character. (c) The binarized character. (d) The clear character
after filtering.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CAPTION DETECTION

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE CHINESE OCR RESULTS BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL
CHARACTER IMAGES AND THE PROCESSED BINARY CHARACTERS

C. Binarization and Recognition
Although we have obtained the individual characters, they
cannot be put into an OCR classifier directly, since the extreme
low resolution is insufficient for recognition and the character is
still blended with a complex background. Before separating the
character from the background, we first increase the resolution
of the character image by a factor of eight through interpolation.
Even though this does not add new information to the gray scale
image, it does help to smooth the character boundary in the binary image.
We show the character binarization steps through an example
character shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) gives a typical character
in a nonuniform background. Using a spline interpolation function, we obtain the image with higher resolution in (b). We then
binarize the interpolated image with a fixed threshold to get the
binary image in (c). Apparently, some background regions still
remain in the binary image. Fortunately, a bright character on a
bright background always has a black profile around it to help
the audience to read the character. Based on this observation,
a region connectivity analysis scheme is proposed to eliminate
the remaining background residues.

Due to background noise, the character often connects the
background residues with small bridges even though there is a
black profile around the character. To break the bridges across
the character and the background, we adopt a set of morphological processing techniques, the opening operation and H-break
operation. The opening eliminates small noise particles, but preserves the global shape of the objects. The H-break operation
mainly eliminates the H-connected pixels. Both of them are effective in cutting off the connection between the character and
the background. After the morphological operations, we label
all the connected-components in the binary image and remove
components that are too small in size. If a connected component
connects the periphery of the character image, it is also declared
as background and filtered out. Through these processes, we finally obtain the binary character with clear background shown
in Fig. 10(d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11. Video caption OCR example. (a) A set of characters extracted from a news video story. (b) The processed characters. (c) The recognition results using
(a). (d) The recognition results using (b).

Since there exist many successful commercial Chinese OCR
packages, we do not intend to implement a new one. In our
system, we use the OCR package TH-OCR LV for final character
recognition. Our goal is to test whether our character extraction
method can efficiently obtain binary characters with enough
clarity for regular printed optical character recognition.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed caption detection and recognition
system using the TVB and Asian TV news programs in Hong
Kong. Video data are encoded in MPEG-1 format at a resolution
of 288 352. Twelve 30-min programs are employed in the experiments.
A. Caption Detection Experiments
We first evaluate the three components of the caption detection
module. For the 12 news videos, there are 3013 shot boundaries.
The FCNN classifier detects 2954 real shot boundaries with 33
false alarms. While in the process of caption (dis)appearance
detection, we need to make a tradeoff between the precision
and the recall. In the experiments, we set the network learning
, and the maximum number of learning
parameter
. We empirically set
,
, and
iteration
to ensure a high recall rate
select a low threshold
rather than a high precision rate. We hope to detect as many

caption regions as possible with a reasonable accuracy, then
remove most of the false alarms at later stages. Since the
overall missing rate can only increase through each step, but
the false alarm rate can be reduced through later processing,
we always emphasis recall over precision in the first few steps
of the system.
In the caption (dis)appearance detection experiment, we
use 300 video shots containing 3473 caption transitions. Our
caption (dis)appearance detection scheme detects 3766 caption
transitions and misses 28 real caption transitions. The missed
caption transitions are mainly due to the gradual appearance
or disappearance of captions, which is difficult to detect by
using our method. Fortunately, unlike movie programs, news
programs seldom use this type of special effect captions. The
false detections are caused by the moving scene or objects
which are not completely removed by the differential QSDD.
In order to test the caption region location algorithm, we
select 600 difference images at the caption transition locations.
There are totally 918 caption lines in these difference images.
Our program detects 914 real caption lines and produces 28
false alarms. Thus, for both the caption transition detection
and caption line location, we achieve a recall rate of over 99%.
There are very few caption text lines missed by our approach.
All the experimental results for the caption detection module
are summarized in Table I.
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B. Character Recognition Experiment
For the extracted characters, we first enlarge their image size
by a factor of eight using spline interpolation. Then we perform
the binarization and morphological processing to obtain the
clean binary characters for final recognition. The recognition
performance is compared with the recognition results using the
original character images. In the experiments, the threshold for
binarizing the interpolated characters is selected as 0.8 times
of the maximal character intensity. The minimum size of a
connected component is set to 50. The results for five news
stories are shown in Table II. In this table, we compute the
correct recognition rate by using the first candidate, the first
two candidates, and the first three candidates, respectively.
The results show that our processing scheme improves the
correct recognition rate by nearly five folds.
As an example, Fig. 11 illustrates the caption OCR result of
a news story. The extracted characters are shown in Fig. 11(a).
Fig. 11(b) gives the result of the binarization and morphological
processing. We can see that three false characters extracted in
the first step are excluded, and one character is lost in this step.
The OCR results for the characters in Fig. 11(a) and (b) are
shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d), respectively. Only 21 characters
are correctly recognized for the original images, while 108
characters are correctly recognized for the processed images.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed an automatic video-caption detection and
recognition system. Using an unsupervised FCNN classifier
to focus on caption transition frames, the system detects video
captions with high precision and efficiency. Furthermore, aided
by a set of novel character segmentation and binarization
methods, we improve the Chinese video OCR accuracy from
13% to 86% for a set of Chinese news videos. As the first
attempt on Chinese video caption recognition, these results
are very encouraging.
The caption detection module cannot deal with special effect
moving-captions. However, since these types of captions are
used far less frequently than regular captions, we can afford to
employ more complex caption detection and tracing algorithms,
such as the ones developed in [19], to detect them. The
character segmentation and binarization module in our system
can be applied to not only video captions but also lowquality document character recognition. In addition, most of
the algorithms developed in this paper can be easily applied to
caption extraction in any video programs of other languages
with minor modifications.
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